
Tinikling Background and Basics

Please use the following QR code to learn 
about the history of Tinikling and some 

basic information for the unit.

Clapping tutorial

Please use the following QR codes to learn 
about he proper way to clap during the 

dance.
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Use the following pages to learn about different Tinikling steps and to prepare 
yourself for the assessment.
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Use these task cards to progress through the 
activities. When you are ready to test each stage 

see your teacher.

Below you will find the two directional videos to 



Watch the video and/or read 
the directions

Practice the dance steps with the 
poles on the ground (not moving)
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Use this progression to master each dance step. Keep 
working to learn new skills and earn new badges.
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Practice the dance step with 

the poles moving.

Prepare for the exit 
activities
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5 Earn a badge
Move to the next dance 

step
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Poles start on the left side:
1) Left Foot In
2) Right Foot in

3) left foot out & Lift right foot

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive basic steps with a partner without making a mistake

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:
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Video demonstration



Poles start on the left side:
1) Jump with both feet inside the 

poles
2) jump again with both feet inside the 

poles
3) split feet so one foot is on either 

side of the poles on the outside

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive in in out steps with your partner without making a mistake 

2) perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-Basic-In In Out

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:

1) Jump with both feet inside the poles

2) jump again with both feet inside the poles

3) split feet so one foot is on either side of 

the poles on the outside
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Video demonstration



Poles start on the left side:
1) twist in with your left foot

2) jump and twist on your left foot 
(Right foot stays in the air)

3) Right foot lands outside of the 
poles (left foot in the air)

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive 180 degree turns in a row with your partner and without 

making a mistake.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180-Basic-In In Out-180

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:

1) Twist in with your right foot

2) jump and twist on your right foot (left 

foot stays in the air)

3) left foot lands outside of the poles (right 

foot in the air)
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Video demonstration



Poles start on the left side:
1) Left foot twists in

2) Right foot twists in (now you are 
facing the opposite direction

3) step out with left and right foot is 
in the air

Video demonstration

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive half basics in a row with your partner and without making a 

mistake.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:

1) Right foot twists in

2) left foot twists in (now you are facing the 

opposite direction

3) step out with Right and left foot is in the air
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Poles start on the left side:
1) 45 degree angle, left foot in

2) Right foot in, next to the left foot
3) left foot out and right foot up.

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform Two consecutive angle steps in a row with your partner and without making a 

mistake. Note: partners start at opposite ands and opposite sides of the poles.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle 

Step (Note: Start this Sequence on opposite sides of the poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:

4) Twist in with your right foot

5) jump and twist on your right foot (left 

foot stays in the air)

6) left foot lands outside of the poles (right 

foot in the air)
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Video demonstration

When performing with a partner, the partners 
should start on opposite sides in order to change 

places without bumping into each other.



Poles start on the left side:
1) left foot steps in at about 45 degree angle
2) step Right foot outside of the poles and 

lift up left foot
3) left foot placed down
4) Right foot placed down

5) Right foot steps out and pick up left foot

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive full uprock steps in a row with your partner and without making a 

mistake.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle Step-

Full Uprock-Full Uprock (Note: Start this Sequence on opposite sides of the poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your left:

6) left foot steps inside the poles

7)  Right foot steps inside the poles

8) left foot steps outside of the poles 

and Right foot lifts up
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Poles start on the left side:
1) left foot steps inside the poles

2) Right foot steps inside the poles (like 
running steps)

3) both feet straddle the outside of the 
poles.

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive tic tock steps in a row with your partner and without making a 

mistake.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle Step-
Full Uprock-Full uprock-Tic Tock-Tic Tock (Note: Start this Sequence on opposite sides of the 

Poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your right:

4) left foot steps inside the poles

5) Right foot steps inside the poles (like 

running steps)

6) both feet straddle the outside of the 

poles.
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Video demonstration



Poles start on the left side:
1) Jump with both feet inside the poles

2) pause (no movement)
3) both feet jump out and straddle the 

outside of the poles

Video demonstration

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive Hop skotch steps with your partner without making a mistake 

2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle 
Step-Full Uprock-Full uprock-Tic Tock-Tic Tock-Hop Scotch-Hop Scotch (Note: Start this 

Sequence on opposite sides of the Poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

4) jump inside of the poles with both feet

5) pause (no movement)

6) Both feet jump out and straddle the 

outside of the poles
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Poles start on the left side:
1) left foot steps inside the poles

2) left foot kicks outside of the poles and 
the right foot stays in the air

3) Right foot steps inside the poles
4) Right foot kicks outside the poles and 

the left foot stays in the air

Video demonstration

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive sponge bob steps in a row with your partner and without making a 

mistake.
2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle 

Step-Full Uprock-Full uprock-Tic Tock-Tic Tock-Hop Scotch-Hop Scotch-Sponge Bob-Sponge 
Bob (Note: Start this Sequence on opposite sides of the Poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Poles on your left:

5) left foot steps inside the poles

6) left foot kicks outside of the poles and the 

right foot stays in the air

7) Right foot steps inside of the poles

8) Right foot kicks outside of the poles and 

the left foot stays in the air
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Work with your partner
Develop your own Tinikling Dance Step

Video demonstration

Video record your creation for your 

teacher

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform four consecutive moves that you’ve created

2) Perform the following sequence: basic-In In Out-180 Turn-Half Basic-Angle Step-Angle 
Step-Full Uprock-Full uprock-Tic Tock-Tic Tock-Hop Scotch-Hop Scotch-Sponge Bob-Sponge 

Bob-Your Move-Your Move (Note: Start this Sequence on opposite sides of the Poles)

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Write down the step patter for your teacher on 

a blank piece of paper.
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Work with your partner
Develop your own 10 Step (part) Tinikling 

Dance

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform your 10 Step Dance

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Write down the 10Steps for your teacher on a 

blank piece of paper.
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Work with a Group of four (All members should be on the same level-no skipping steps)
The team should develop a 10 Step routine for all four people (get creative in how you 

work together)

Partners must perform the following skills before moving onto the next skill

1) perform your 10 Step Four Person Dance

Student progression
1) perform step with the poles stationary
2) Perform step with the pole moving
3) Perform at the same time as your partner
4) develop exit activity

Write down the 10Steps for your teacher on a 

blank piece of paper.
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Partner A starts 
here

Partner B starts 
here

Partner A 
steps

Partner B 
Steps

1) Basic
2) Basic
3) 180 degree turn
4) 180 degree turn
5) basic
6) half basic
7) half basic
8) Basic
9) In In Out
10) In In Out

1) Basic
2) Basic
3) 180 degree turn
4) 180 degree turn
5) basic
6) half basic
7) half basic
8) Basic
9) In In Out
10) In In Out



Partner A starts 
here

Partner B starts 
here

Partner A 
steps

Partner B 
Steps

1) Basic Step
2) Angle Step
3) Angle Step
4) Half basic
5) 180 degree turn
6) 180 degree turn
7) half basic
8) basic
9) In In Out
10) In in out

1) Basic Step
2) Angle Step
3) Angle Step
4) Half basic
5) 180 degree turn
6) 180 degree turn
7) half basic
8) basic
9) In In Out
10) In in out



Partner A starts 
here

Partner B starts 
here

Partner A 
steps

Partner B 
Steps

1) In-In-Out
2) In-In-Out
3) Basic
4) 180 Degree Turn
5) Half Basic
6) Angle Step
7) Angle Step
8) basic * 
9) Full Uprock
10) Full Uprock

1) In-In-Out
2) In-In-Out
3) Basic
4) 180 Degree Turn
5) Basic * 
6) Angle Step
7) Angle Step
8) basic
9) Full Uprock
10) Full Uprock

* different step than partner



Partner A starts 
here

Partner B starts 
here

Partner A 
steps

Partner B 
Steps

1) Basic
2) Full Uprock
3) Full Uprock
4) Half Basic
5) Angle Step
6) Angle Step
7) 180 Degree Turn
8) STUDENT Choice
9) Student Choice
10) Basic

1) Basic
2) Full Uprock
3) Full Uprock
4) Half Basic
5) Angle Step
6) Angle Step
7) 180 Degree Turn
8) STUDENT Choice
9) Student Choice
10) Basic

Student Choice Option
* Tic Tock

* Sponge Bob
* Hop Skotch



Name ______________________
Class ____________________

Start Date______________

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

Basic step In in out 180 Degree 
Turn

Half Basic

Angle step Full Uprock Tic Toc Hop Skotch

Sponge Bob Create your 
own step

Create your 
own dance

Create a 
Four Person 

Dance



1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12


